
The back gallery included 21 col-
ored drawings of dolls (2005-08).
With dense, multi-hued layers
of ink, P6trovitch offered subtle
portraits of these human stand-
ins, many of whom appear to
possess severed heads or limbs.

P1trovitch does not mine her
own biography and tell stories of
personal trauma like, say, Louise
Bourgeois. Instead, she invokes
the realities of childhood-and
particularly girlhood-as embod-
ied in the figure of the doll in
order to suggest the profound
psychic impression that this
stage of human development
makes on collective memory.

-Paul B. Franklin

LONDON

Darren Almond
at Parasol Unit
"Fire Under Snow," British artist
Darren Almond's most extensive
exhibition in the UK, comprised
two films (one of which, Bearing,
2007, received its world premiere),
a series of large-scale black-and-
white photographs and a wall
sculpture, Tide (2008), the newest

work in the ensemble. The show
took its title from the memoir of
Palden Gyatso, Fire Under the
Snow: Testimony of a Tibetan
Prisoner, which details the author's
33 years of suffering at the hands
of the Chinese in prisons and
labor camps. With that choice,
Almond set a strong political
premise for his exhibition. Though
quite different, the four works all
address the consequences of
tyranny and exploitation for people
and the natural environment.

The first work in the show, Tide,
features 600 clocks. They look
identical, but one is the "master"
clock, the remaining 599 being
what Almond describes as "slave"
clocks, controlled by and synched
to the anonymous leader hidden

somewhere among them in the
imposing floor-to-ceiling installa-
tion. It is a chilling pronouncement
on the fate of so many work-
ers around the globe, laborers
exemplified by the protagonist
of Bearing, a 35-minute-long
single-channel video that traces
the perilous routines of workers
in an Indonesian sulfur mine.

Almond tracks the progress of
one miner down through billow-
ing clouds of noxious gas to the
crater, where the man unearths
huge lumps of mineral with the
most basic of tools before strug-
gling back up under the weight
of his load. Clearly suffering and
hopelessly ill-equipped, with rags
stuffed into his mouth to ward
off fumes, the man works in a
living hell. Yet disturbingly, this
poisonous environment, with its
cadmium yellow rock and diffuse
lemony-green clouds, is arrestingly
lovely. Almond uses the tension
between the man's plight and the
suggestiveness of the landscape
to hold our attention, shifting
between long shots of the mysteri-
ous surroundings and close-ups
of the miner's straining face.

In the Between (2006,14 minutes)

is a three-screen, high-definition
video shot by Almond in China and
Tibet, the final work in a train trilogy
series he launched in 1995. The
central screen features the dimly lit
Tibetan Buddhist monks softly
chanting in the Samye monastery
in Lhasa. It is flanked on both sides
by footage of the world's highest
railway, the Qinghai-Tibet train
route. At times the noise of the
train is so penetrating, it over-
whelms the monks' singing, and
the screeching of the train is
accompanied by jolting flashes of
daylight. Almond clearly intends
the film to function as a metaphor
for China's violent intrusion into
peace-loving, defenseless Tibet.

The intensity of In the Between
contrasts sharply with the bleak

series of six black-and-
white photographs, Night
+ Fog (2007). Again
Almond purloins his title
from a poignant source,
this time Alain Resnais's
film that documents the
abandoned grounds of
Auschwitz concentration
camp. Almond's sharp-
focus photographs of
black, dead trees were Detail ol
taken in the forests that (Loan),
surround the nickel- 17% inc
mining towns of Norilsk
and Monchegorsk in
Siberia, where mining (by forced
labor during the Stalinist period)
has left a legacy of environmental
devastation. Almond presents the
skeletal trees accompanied by an
enameled bronze plate engraved
with the words "Fire Under Snow."
The plate reminds us that the stark
beauty of the Siberian views con-
ceals the most toxic pollution. It
also leads the visitor back to the
exhibition's title and the explicit
account of one man's torture that
has become the symbol of a
nation's suffering. -- Jane Neal

BERLIN

Kirsten Pieroth
at Klosterfelde
Henri Bergson famously observed,
"In every wit there is something
of a poet." The three new works
in young Berlin-based artist
Kirsten Pieroth's solo exhibition
at Galerie Klosterfelde occupy
the ambiguous meeting ground
of humor and poetry. Gestures
that at first appear to be gags later
reveal themselves as lyrical and
intuitive reflections on display,
creativity and representation.

Untitled (Loan), for example,
begins as merely clever but gains
depth through being presented
here as documentation. The instal-
lation details Pieroth's contribution
to the Tate Modern exhibition
"Learn to Read," in which the artist
had the wall label for Leonardo da
Vinci's Mona Lisa loaned by the
Louvre to the London museum.
At Klosterfelde, Pieroth exhibited
photographs showing the label
being removed from the deserted
Salon Carr6. While the photos are
fairly straightforward, they have
a strong formal appeal because
they offer a privileged glimpse of
the depopulated gallery space with
its stark geometric display-the
rectilinear protective glass pane
and the curved wooden partition
used to keep the audience at an
appropriate distance-without the

fKirsten Pieroth's Installation Untitled
2007, one of seven photographs, 11% by
hes each; at Klosterfelde.

gaggle of tourists photographing
the canvas. The warm palette
of the walls and wood floor con-
trasts with the cooler hues of the
Mona Lisa and the blue-jeaned
museum worker squatting to
remove the label from the wall. In
a vitrine, Pieroth also presented
the paperwork used for borrow-
ing the wall label. The loan form
appears to be the same as that
used for art objects, bestowing
upon the wall label the status
of any other work-at least in
the eyes of the bureaucracy.

Filling one corner of Klosterfel-
de's main space was a partially
deconstructed raised hunter's
blind, a structure built for con-
cealment; its significance was
less evident than that of Untitled
(Loan). Pieroth transported the
wooden tower to the gallery from
the nearby Brandenburg country-
side to create this untitled work.
Because it was too big for the
space, she displayed the extra
wood pieces and corrugated steel
roof separately, inviting us at once
to imagine its reconstruction and
to view the excess as sculpture.
For an instant, we spied a connec-
tion between the macho world of
hunting and that of sculpture. Like
the art gallery, the blind is built for
observation; in this case, if one
were to climb the structure, one
would only, claustrophobically,
look back at the space where it
was displayed. The piece is not
limited to one clear association;
the meaning is never secure.

In the back office was Untitled
(Safe), an old-fashioned safe
that the artist had converted into
a furnace, complete with stove-
pipe, grate and ash pit, playfully
triggering the fantasy of burning
money or sensitive documents. A
video monitor on the opposite wall
showed a thin trail of smoke from
a chimney presumably located on
the outside of the gallery. We can't
be sure, though, and this uncer-
tainty about what we see and how
we interpret it persists throughout.

-Geoffrey Garrison
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